[In situ PCR and PCR in situ hybridization of paraffin-embedded tissue. New diagnostic possibilities in pathology].
In situ polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and PCR in situ hybridization are new diagnostic tools in dermatopathology. These techniques can combine the sensitivity of PCR with the advantage of in situ hybridization to localize specific cellular structures. With optical control of the PCR reaction product in these techniques, false-positive results due to contamination can be minimized. Several working protocols have been established which allow detection of DNA and RNA sequences in a rapid and reproducible manner. Two different methods have been established to detect the amplification product, the indirect PCR in situ hybridization (PCRisHyb), and the direct in situ PCR (isPCR). An easy and reproducible method for PCRisHyb and isPCR in formalin-fixed and paraffin-embedded tissue is described and the two techniques are compared. Using both isPCR and PCRisHyb, the amplification product can be visualized with an optimal morphological preservation of the tissue. Indirect PCRisHyb showed a slightly higher specificity whereas direct isPCR was the quicker, easier and less expensive method.